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Topical Editor comments to the author:

Please note that line numbers refer to the track-change version of the manuscript, available upon request.

[TEC1] In usage note, authors specify CC-BY license but then add conditions that seem more like CC-BY-SA. Data journals do not allow -SA; such requirements defeat our purpose. We will see how reviewers respond. Authors should prepare to ‘relax’ these supplemental requirements (e.g recommend vs. require). Uncertain about ESSD reviewers will react to this product. We will find out...

Thank you for your comment. It seems that the reviewers did not comment on this point. However, we rephrased the two sentences at L172-173 as such:

"The three datasets are open access, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. For the proper functioning and the sustainability of the CZO, M-TROPICS asks data users to (1) ..."